
2 bedroom Villa for sale in Marbella, Málaga

This villa takes your breath away as you walk through the over sized entrance and see the sweeping views of the
Mediterranean Sea. The bright and airy open space leads you to the
Large salon surrounded by glass windows and doors allowing the views of the sea to be seen from every angle. On
ground level, you have a large separate kitchen, formal salon, dining and large room currently used as an office area
and relaxing television room, guest cloakroom and a guest suite with dressing room and en suite. Upstairs from the
sweeping staircase you are
Greeted with an exceptional master suite with en suite and dressing area where the views can be seen even from the
bath tub. There is also another large guest suite, again with dressing
Area and en suite. Moving to the basement taking the lift if you so wish, you have 2 further bedrooms, both of which
are self contained with their own small salons and kitchen areas, both
These guest suites lead on to an outside terrace with steps that take you to the garden area.
Walking outside of the villa you are met with a beautiful covered terrace and large heated swimming pool and gazebo
bbq area, where the views are spectacular. The garden area surrounds the villa from the driveway in, around to the
garden and sweeping driveway that takes you to the underground garage.
Overall, this villa is breathtaking. For those that appreciate the beauty of the timeless Andalucian charm and exquisite
finish with views that stretch the coast, then this property is a
Must see.

Villa, Close to Golf, Parking: Private, Pool: Private, Garden: Private, Facing: South
Views: Breathtaking, Garden, Mountains, Pool, Sea.
Features Barbecue, Basement, Covered Terrace, Dressing Room, Garage, Garden, Garden and Pool View, Heated
Outdoor Pool, Home Cinema, Lift, Living room with dining area, Modern Style, Office, Pool, Private pool, Private
Terrace, Swimming Pool, Terrace.  2 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   1,130m² Build size
  3,203m² Plot size   Swimming Pool   close to golf
  office   dressing room   beautiful garden
  garden   terrace   covered terrace
  barbecue   garage   parking
  pool   private pool   heated pool
  lift   garden & pool views   mountain views
  sea views   modern   basement

8,500,000€
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